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For the EE368/CS232 final project we propose to explore adaptive histogram equalization (AHE)at
video frame rates[4]. The end goal of this exploration will be to run a realtime or pseudo-realtime AHE
algorithm on the Iphone for use in low-light situations. This will likely require utilization of the GPU via
the open source GPUImage library.

Using techniques learned from the lecture we will first implement adaptive histogram equalization each
frame of several sample videos in Matlab. We expect that under certain situations (perhaps low light)
blocking artifacts and intensification of the noise will create a visually unappealing video[2]. We will
explore several situations to see if and when this is the case. If this becomes an issue we will explore
algorithms to smooth the frame to frame changes (perhaps some averaging or weighting with previous
frames) and to overlap the blocks, thus increasing contrast while minimizing the associated increase in
noise and decreasing the potential for blocking artifacts.

Upon successful implementation of the above algorithms and the creation of a visually pleasing video,
we will port the algorithm to the Iphone and explore the possibility of real-time AHE on mobile devices.
Combined with image stabilization techniques, real-time AHE could prove useful for mobile imaging in
low-light situations.

The processes proposed above tend to be computationally expensive (e.g. overlapping the blocks be
computationallly wasteful). When porting the algorithm to the IPhone we will need to make tradeoffs
between real time performance and quality of result.
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